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a b s t r a c t

The information on thermal and mechanical properties of the minor actinide dioxides: NpO2, AmO2 and
CmO2, is still very scarce, and a large uncertainty exists because of difficulties related to their fabrication
and manipulation. Prognosis based on a set of the sound physical models and the similarity principle can
be useful in this situation. Using the combination of the macroscopic and microscopic approaches
developed earlier for thermodynamic properties of actinide dioxides, and the Klemmens model for their
thermal conductivity, a few relationships bounding the main thermophysical properties of the actinide
dioxides were deduced. These relationships were applied for the calculation of the isochoric and isobaric
heat capacity, the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, the isothermal bulk elastic modulus and the
thermal conductivity of NpO2, AmO2 and CmO2 in a large temperature range. A rather satisfactory agree-
ment with the available experimental data and recommendations was demonstrated.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The minor actinides (MA: Np, Am, Cm) accumulated in the nu-
clear spent fuel are considered as the most important part of the
long-life radioactive waste. Their burning in new generation nucle-
ar reactors is proposed to reduce the needed volume for the waste
definitive disposal [1]. In this strategy, the design and fabrication of
fuels dedicated to MA transmutation are the problems of the high-
est priority. In the European Roadmap for MA transmutation the
dedicated oxide fuels are considered as the main candidates [2].
A large experience was accumulated on the mixed uranium–pluto-
nium oxide fuels, however, the database of thermal and mechani-
cal properties of the MA oxides is still very scarce, and a large
uncertainty exists because of the difficulties related to their fabri-
cation and manipulation caused by high radiation levels. This re-
strains the dedicated fuel design and the prognosis of its
operational behaviour. Different sophisticated techniques have
been developed and used by different teams for the estimation of
the thermomechanical properties of the actinide oxides. During
the last years, the molecular dynamic (MD) modelling is inten-
sively used to fill in the empty rooms in the MA-fuel properties
database [3,4]. However, this technique cannot yet be used in the
fuel performance and design codes. A combined simplified, but
adequate physical modelling of the main thermophysical proper-
ties of the dedicated fuels, based on the combination of the ther-
modynamic and microscopic approaches, can be very efficient in
this case.
ll rights reserved.
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In the present article, the approach presented in [5] is applied to
the MA dioxides: NpO2, AmO2, and CmO2. The next chapter gives
an expression for the Helmholtz free energy of the MA dioxides
and the simplified models of their phonon spectrum and localised
electronic excitations. The formulae for calculation of the specific
heat, the bulk elastic modulus, the coefficient of thermal expansion
and the thermal conductivity are deduced in Chapter 3. In the forth
chapter, these formulae are used for prediction of the thermo-
physical properties of NpO2, AmO2, and CmO2. The obtained
results are compared with the experimental data, the published
results of MD calculations and the recommendations found in open
literature.
2. Free energy of actinide dioxides

The Helmholtz free energy of a solid (F) presented as a function
of volume (V) and temperature (T), is a sum of the solid free energy
at temperature T = 0 K (F0), the free energy of the crystal lattice
thermal excitations (phonons) (Fph), and the energy of the elec-
tronic excitations (Fe):

FðV ; TÞ ¼ F0ðVÞ þ FphðV ; TÞ þ FeðV ; TÞ: ð1Þ

For the oxides of interest, the first term on the right hand side of
Eq. (1) consists of the potential energy of the static solid, the
ground state energy of the lattice vibrations and the ground state
energy of electrons. The volume dependence of the ground state
free energy of a solid with volume V can be deduced from the ther-
modynamic equation of state proposed by Kumar [6]:
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where E0 is a constant; BT0, the bulk elastic modulus of the solid at
T = 0 K and p, the external pressure.

The second term in Eq. (1) can be described using the quasi-har-
monic approximation for the ideal solid lattice vibrations with the
phonon frequencies dependant on volume [7]:

FphðV ; TÞ ¼ 3N � kB � T
X

i

Z xmax iðVÞ

x0iðVÞ
ln 1� e

�h�x
kB �T

� �
� fiðxÞ � dx; ð3Þ

where kB and �h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants respec-
tively; N, a number of atoms in the volume V; x, the phonon angu-
lar frequency; f(x), the phonon spectral function (density-of-
states); i, the index of the phonon branch.

The phonon spectrum of the dioxides of interest, which have
fluorite crystal lattice, contains three acoustic translational vibra-
tion branches (one with the longitudinal polarisation and two with
the transverse polarisations) and six internal optical branches [8].
Taking into account the difficulties in determination of the phonon
spectrum, the complexity of the spectrum itself and a small effect
of its fine structure on the thermophysical properties, simplified
spectrum models are usually used for estimation of the material
properties. In our previous publication [5], a simple model of the
actinide dioxides phonon spectrum has been proposed where the
three acoustic branches were represented by the Debye model:
one longitudinal with the characteristic frequency xAL and one
twice degenerated, transversal with the characteristic frequency
xAT, and the six optic branches were condensed into two branches:
one twice degenerated, longitudinal and one four times degener-
ated, transversal. Each optic branch was described with the rectan-
gular parallelepiped-wise function with the lower and upper
frequency limits xOL min and xOL max for the longitudinal branch
and xOT min and xOT max for the transverse branch. Then, the nor-
malised (to unity) phonon distribution function of the actinide
dioxides is presented as follows:

fphðxÞ ¼
x2 � HðxAL �xÞ

3x3
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þ 2x2 � HðxAT �xÞ
3x3
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: ð4Þ

H(x) is the standard unit step Heviside function. The characteristic
frequencies of the acoustic branches (xAL and xAT) are determined
by the longitudinal and transverse components of sound velocity
(uL and uT) and by a distance between the centres of the neighbour
primitive cells of the crystal lattice

xAL ¼
p
ffiffiffi
2
p
� uL

a
and xAT ¼

p
ffiffiffi
2
p
� uT

a
; ð5Þ

where a is the lattice parameter. The longitudinal and transversal
sound velocities are expressed through the bulk elastic modulus,
the Poisson ratio (l) and the density (q) [9]
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The maximum and minimum characteristic frequencies of the optic
branches are determined using the respective frequency ratios of
UO2 [8], based on the similarity principle.
For insulators, such as the considered dioxides at temperatures
higher than 50 K and lower than 2000 K, the temperature depen-
dent part of the electronic component of the Helmholtz potential,
the third term in Eq. (1), can either be neglected or determined
by the excitations of the unpaired localised 5f electrons. For the
actinide dioxides it can be presented as follows [10]:
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N � kB � T
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 !
; ð7Þ

where DEej is the electron excitation energy at the jth level; gj, the
degeneracy of the jth level. The parameters of the localised 5f-elec-
tron levels of NpO2, AmO2, and CmO2 can be found in [11].

3. Main thermophysical properties

The main thermodynamic parameters of the considered oxides,
such as the isothermal bulk modulus (BT), the isobaric volumetric
coefficient of thermal expansion (ap), the isochoric and isobaric
heat capacities (CV and Cp), can be deduced from their free energy
[12]
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The actinide dioxide thermal conductivity (j) is mainly determined
by the phonon system (the electronic component is negligible in the
considered temperature region of 50–2000 K). It is defined by the
kinetic theory of transport phenomena as follows [13]:

jðTÞ ¼ 1
3 � V

X
i

Z
Cv iðxÞ � uiðxÞ � liðxÞ � dx; ð11Þ

where Cvi(x) � dx is the contribution of the ith branch phonons
with frequencies between x and x + dx into the isochoric heat
capacity; ui, the group velocity of the ith branch phonons and li,
their free path length determined by interactions with static and
dynamic defects in the considered solid.

3.1. Heat capacity

The double differentiation of Eq. (1) over the temperature, with
the terms determined by (2), (3) and (7) and the phonon spectrum
(4), yields the isochoric heat capacity

CVðV ;TÞ ¼
kB �N
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where hiðVÞ � �h �xiðVÞ=kB and hejðVÞ � DEejðVÞ=kB are the charac-
teristic temperatures of phonons and electronic excitations and
D0nðyÞ is the tabulated 2nd kind Debye integral normalised to unity

D0nðyÞ ¼ n � y�n �
Z y

0
xnþ1 � expðxÞ � ½expðxÞ � 1��2dx: ð13Þ

The isobaric heat capacity (Cp) can be expressed through CV, ap and
BT as follows [12]:
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CpðT;VÞ ¼ CVðT;VÞ þ a2
pðT;VÞ � BTðT;VÞ � V � T: ð14Þ
3.2. Thermal expansion coefficient

Assuming that the spectrum of electronic excitations is inde-
pendent of temperature and pressure, the thermal expansion of
solids is determined by anharmonicity of the phonons only. This
anharmonicity is presented as volume dependence of the phonon
characteristic frequencies or temperatures, and is quantitatively
characterised by the Grüneisen parameters (c Gi) of the phonon
branches

cGi � �@ lnhxiðVÞið Þ=@ðln VÞ ¼ �@ðln hiðVÞÞ=@ðln VÞ: ð15Þ

Using this definition and substituting Eq. (1) in Eq. (10), the isobaric
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient can be presented as
follows:

apðV ; TÞ ¼
1

BTðV ; TÞ � V
�
X

i

cGi � CViðV ; TÞ; ð16Þ

where C Vi(V,T) is the isochoric heat capacity of the ith phonon
branch. The determination of cGi is rather complicated, therefore
in practice Eq. (16) is replaced by

apðV ; TÞ ¼
cG � CVðV ; TÞ
BTðV ; TÞ � V

; ð17Þ

where the Grüneisen bulk constant cG is often considered as a fit-
ting parameter.

3.3. Bulk modulus

Assuming that the volume dependence of the free energy is the
same as the dependence of the ground state energy, the expression
for the isothermal bulk modulus can be obtained by insertion of Eq.
(2) into Eq. (9):

BTðV ; TÞ �
BT0 � V � e
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V
V0
Þ

V0
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BT0 and its pressure derivative are assumed to be known (from
experiments or estimated with ab initio or other theoretical meth-
ods). The temperature dependence of BT is included in Eq. (18)
implicitly through the temperature dependence of volume at given
pressure, which can be expressed through the isobaric thermal
expansion coefficient as follows:

VðTÞ ¼ V0 � e
R T

0
apðTÞdT ð19Þ
3.4. Thermal conductivity

Heat transfer in the oxides of interest is mostly determined by
the phonon mechanism. The localised electronic excitations do
not contribute to the heat transfer. The contribution of other mech-
anisms (charge carriers, photons and vacancies) is limited to only a
few percents in the considered temperature range (50–2000 K),
therefore, they are disregarded in this work. Also the impact of de-
fects on the phonon spectrum (4) is neglected. The acoustic pho-
non velocities are constant and those of the optic phonons are
zero in the used model. With the above postulated assumptions
Eq. (11) permits to obtain the following formula for the thermal
conductivity of the MA dioxides:
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In order to evaluate the acoustic phonon free path lengths (lAL

and lAT), the phonon scattering by the crystalline grain boundaries
(lgb), by point defects (lpd) and by other phonons (lph) was consid-
ered, and the linear superposition of the phonon scattering mech-
anisms was assumed [14]

1
lðxÞ ¼

1
lgbðxÞ

þ 1
lpdðxÞ

þ 1
lphðxÞ

: ð21Þ

The hypothesis of Casimir was applied for lgb, claiming that it is
independent of frequency and equals to the effective crystallite size
[13]. This parameter is assumed to be known.

The phonon scattering on the point defects were estimated with
the Klemens type formula [15] allowing to express lpd as follows:

lpdðxÞ ¼ apd �
xmax

x

� �4
: ð22Þ

The parameter apd depends on the point defect concentration, the
lattice constants, elastic and thermal properties of the considered
solid [16]; in the present work, it was estimated from the experi-
mental data on thermal conductivity of samples at the lowest
temperature.

In materials with the high concentration of the static defects (as
actinide dioxides), the contribution of the normal phonon–phonon
scattering (N-processes) can be neglected in comparison with
other scattering mechanisms. The phonon free path length related
to the inelastic phonon–phonon scattering (‘Umklapp’ or U-pro-
cesses) decreases with temperature and with the phonon fre-
quency. It should be inversely proportional to the number of
phonons, which can participate in U-processes at the given tem-
perature. At high temperatures it is proportional to � T�1x�2

[14]. Therefore, it is proposed to use for lph(x) the following
relationship:

lphðxÞ ¼ aph � ðe
�h=bUT � 1Þ �x

2
max

x2 ð23Þ

where aph and bU are the constant parameters. The coefficient aph

can be estimated using the modified by Slack [14] formula (pro-
posed earlier by Leibfried-Schlömann) for the intrinsic thermal con-
ductivity of Debye type solids at high temperatures. The application
of the Slack’s formula and the relation (23) to the considered model
of dioxides yields the following equation:

aU

bU
¼ 8:62� 10�26 � kB

�h2 �
a3 � �M � �h

c2
G

ð24Þ

where �M is the mean atomic mass and �h is the mean characteristic
temperature of the acoustic phonons. The constant bU takes into ac-
count the fraction of the phonons that can participate in the U-pro-
cesses; bU = 4 was adopted for the considered MA dioxides.

Finally, the substitution of (21)–(24) into Eq. (20) allows to cal-
culate jðTÞ.
4. Results of modelling

The calculation of the heat capacity, the thermal expansion
coefficient and the thermal conductivity of NpO2, AmO2 and
CmO2 with the above presented formulae requires the following
input information: the mass numbers, the lattice parameters, the
elastic moduli, the Grüneisen parameters, the electronic excita-
tions spectra, the concentrations and dimensions of the static de-
fects. The lattice parameters have been extracted from the
review of Taylor [17]. The results of measurements of the isother-
mal bulk elastic modulus of NpO2 and its first derivative over pres-
sure were published by Benedict et al. [18]. The bulk elastic moduli
of AmO2 and CmO2 were taken from the publication of Li et al. [19].
The Poisson’s ratio was assumed to be 0.333 for all three materials.
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The spectra of the localised 5f-electron excitations in NpO2, AmO2

and CmO2 were recommended by Konings [11].
The characteristic temperatures of the acoustic phonon

branches were found using Eq. (5) and (6). For the minimum and
maximum characteristic temperatures (frequencies) of the optical
phonon branches, the assumption was made that their ratios to the
acoustic frequencies are the same as in UO2 [8] and the following
approximate values were adopted: hOLmin � hAL, hOLmax � 3hOLmin,
hOTmin � 1.2hOLmin, hOTmax � 2hOTmin. The bulk Gruneisen parameter
was considered as a weak fitting parameter with a value close to 2.
The above mentioned input parameters used in calculations are
presented in Table 1. The phonon free path length limited by static
defects was estimated by fitting to the available experimental data
on the thermal conductivity at the lowest temperature.
Table 1
Input parameters of the MA dioxides used in calculations [11,17–19].

NpO2 AmO2 CmO2

Molecular mass (M) g mol�1 269.047 275.060 279.062
Lattice parameter (a0) 10�10 m 5.4317 5.3735 5.3576
Isothermal bulk modulus (BT0) 1011 Pa 2.00 2.16 2.18
Pressure derivative of the

bulk modulus (B0T )
� 3.8 3.1 3.1

Poisson’s ratio – (0.333) (0.333) (0.333)

Levels of the localised 5f electrons
g1 � DEe1 meV 4 � 9.2 4 � 6.5 –
g2 � DEe2 meV 2 � 40.5 – –

Phonon characteristic temperatures
Acoustic longitudinal (hAL) K 323 340 339
Acoustic transversal (hAT) K 162 170 169
Optic longitudinal (hOL) K 323–970 340–1020 339–1016
Optic transversal (hOT) K 388–776 408–816 406–812

Grüneisen parameter – (1.80) (1.95) (2.00)
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Fig. 1. Calculated and experimental values of the isobaric heat capacity (a), the isobaric v
and the thermal conductivity (d) of NpO2 (normalised to 100% TD).
4.1. Neptunium dioxide

The results of calculation of the isobaric molar heat capacity, the
isobaric volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, the isother-
mal bulk elastic modulus and the thermal conductivity of NpO2 to-
gether with the available literature data are presented in Fig. 1(a)–
(d).

For the heat capacity (Fig. 1(a)), a rather good agreement with
the experimental data of Westrum et al. [20] was obtained at
low temperatures (30–300 K) and with the results of Serizawa
[21] and Nishi et al. [22] at middle (300–1400 K) temperatures. A
lack of the data at T > 1400 K restricted a comparison for higher
temperatures. The MD modelling of the NpO2 crystal performed
by Kurosaki et al. [3,4] shows good results at T = 700 � 1000 K,
but underestimates the NpO2 heat capacity al low temperatures
(<600 K) and overestimates it at high temperatures (>1200 K).

For the thermal expansion of NpO2, the experimental results
were found only in the temperature range of 298–1600 K
[21,23,24]. All sources communicate the results of measurements
of the lattice parameter as a function of temperature. These results
were converted into the volumetric coefficient of thermal expan-
sion and compared with the result obtained with the proposed
model (Fig. 1(b)). A satisfactory agreement was obtained in the
temperature range of 400–1600 K. The difference in the region of
298–400 K could be explained by a very large uncertainty ap-
peared during the conversion of the experimental data on the ther-
mal strain into the thermal expansion coefficient (caused by the
limited experimental accuracy). As in the case of the heat capacity,
the MD modelling [4] underestimates the thermal expansion coef-
ficient at low temperatures (T < 700 K).

The isothermal bulk modulus of NpO2 as function of tempera-
ture is presented in Fig 1(c). The experimental results were only
found in [18] at one temperature; the value BT0 = 200 GPa was used
as one of the input parameters in the presented model. The MD
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modelling performed in [3] yields significantly higher values of BT

at low temperatures.
The unique results of measurement of the neptunium dioxide

thermal conductivity were published in open literature by Nishi
et al. only in 2008 [22]. The results of the thermal conductivity
modelling obtained with MD tools were presented few years ear-
lier by Kurosaki et al. [3,4]. Both, together with the results calcu-
lated with the proposed model, are presented in Fig. 1(d) for the
material of the theoretical density. A rather satisfactory agreement
of all results can be seen at temperatures higher than 600 K. At
lower temperatures, the MD model [4] overestimates the thermal
conductivity because of neglecting the scattering on the static
defects.

4.2. Americium dioxide

The calculated heat capacity of AmO2 was compared with the
recommendations of Thiriet and Konings [25] and with the values
obtained from the temperature dependence of the AmO2 enthalpy
recommended by Mignanelli and Thetford [26]. A rather good
agreement was obtained with the results of [25] in the region of
300–1600 K (Fig. 2(a)). The enthalpy recommendations given in
[26] provide the coherent heat capacity value at room temperature
but lead to �10% higher values at T > 500 K.

Only one open publication was found with the results of mea-
surement of the AmO2 thermal expansion [23] at T = 300–1100 K.
At 300–350 K it provides 10–15% higher values than those calcu-
lated with the model, however, rather good agreement was ob-
served in the range of 400–1100 K. The MD results [3] show the
same tendency as in the case of NpO2: underestimation at low
temperatures and overestimation at high temperatures.

The situation with the isothermal bulk modulus of AmO2 is
about the same as with that of NpO2 (see Fig. 2(c)). The recom-
mended in [19] value of BT0 = 216 GPa was used as one of the input
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Fig. 2. Calculated and experimental values of the isobaric heat capacity (a), the isobaric v
and the thermal conductivity (d) of AmO2 (normalised to 100% TD).
parameters in the model. The MD modelling performed in [3]
yields significantly higher BT at low temperatures.

The thermal conductivity of AmO2�x was measured recently by
Nishi et al. [27]. These results together with the data of Bakker and
Konings [28], published about ten years earlier, and the results of
MD modelling obtained by Kurosaki et al. [3] are presented in
Fig. 2(d) (for the material of the theoretical density). The thermal
conductivity dependence provided by the present model lies close
to both [27] and [28] experimental data sets. The MD modelling [3]
shows overestimation at low temperatures (<600 K).

4.3. Curium dioxide

The recommended in [29] and calculated with the enthalpy rec-
ommendations of [26] heat capacities of CmO2 in the temperature
range of 300�650 K are presented in Fig. 3(a). The results obtained
with the current model are 15–20% below them at T = 650 K.

Only two publications on the thermal expansion of curium oxi-
des were found [30,31]. The mean value of 8.1 � 10�6 K�1 over the
temperature range of 300–650 K was given for the linear coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion of CmO2 in [30]. In [31], a linear in-
crease of the thermal expansion coefficient with temperature
was indicated. These results, converted into the isobaric volumetric
thermal expansion coefficient, are presented in Fig. 3(b). The self-
irradiation defects related to a-decay of curium could be the most
probable reason of the observed differences.

The recommendation for the isothermal bulk modulus of CmO2

was only found in [19]. The recommended value BT0 = 218 GPa was
used as the input parameter (Table 1). The calculated temperature
dependence of BT is presented in Fig. 3(c).

The thermal conductivity of CmO2 has not yet been well mea-
sured, mainly because of the difficulties in the preparation of the
high quality CmO2 samples and in their manipulation. Only one
publication [29] was found in open literature with approximate
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Fig. 3. Calculated and experimental values of the isobaric heat capacity (a), of the isobaric volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (b), the isothermal bulk elastic modulus
(c) and of the thermal conductivity (d) of CmO2 (normalised to 100% TD).
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estimations: jCmO2 = 7–10 W m�1 K�1 at T = 300 K and jCmO2 =
3.8–4.6 W m�1 K�1 at T = 650 K. The calculated temperature
dependence of the CmO2 thermal conductivity fitted to these
values is presented in Fig. 3(d).

5. Conclusions

In the frameworks of studies of thermal and mechanical perfor-
mances of oxide fuels dedicated to the MA transmutation, a set of
analytical models was proposed for the calculation of the main
thermophysical properties of the actinide dioxides in a large tem-
perature range. The models are based on the simplified phonon
spectrum, the quasi-harmonic approximation for the lattice vibra-
tions, and the Klemens approach for the thermal conductivity. The
models were applied for the calculation of the isochoric and iso-
baric heat capacities, the isobaric volumetric thermal expansion
coefficient, the isothermal bulk elastic modulus and the thermal
conductivity of the minor actinide dioxides: NpO2, AmO2, and
CmO2. The comparison of the results of calculations with the avail-
able experimental data and recommendations showed a good
agreement for NpO2 and AmO2. Some underestimation of the ther-
mal expansion should still be explained for CmO2. Lack of experi-
mental data on the temperature dependence of the bulk elastic
modulus and on the thermal conductivity of CmO2 did not allow
a comparison. The developed methodology can be applied for the
prognosis of thermophysical properties of other forms of nuclear
fuel for which some data are still unavailable or incomplete.
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